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Abstract

We propose Composition Sampling, a simple001
but effective method to generate higher qual-002
ity diverse outputs for conditional generation003
tasks, compared to previous stochastic decod-004
ing strategies. It builds on recently proposed005
planning-based neural generation models that006
are trained to first create a composition of the007
output using an entity chain and then continue008
to generate conditioned on the entity chain009
and the input (Narayan et al., 2021). Our ap-010
proach avoids text degeneration by first sam-011
pling a composition in the form of an entity012
chain and then using beam search to gener-013
ate the best possible text grounded to the en-014
tity chain. Experiments on CNN/DailyMail015
and XSum using a variety of automatic metrics016
and human-based evaluation demonstrate that017
Composition Sampling is currently the best018
available decoding strategy for generating di-019
verse meaningful summaries. We further out-020
perform state-of-the-art approaches for ques-021
tion generation in terms of BLEU.022

1 Introduction023

It is our intrinsic nature to express ourselves (e.g.,024

when summarizing an event or relaying informa-025

tion) in different ways. However, NLG models026

often trade off between text quality and diversity027

(Hashimoto et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2021). The028

desiderata for these two criteria of quality and029

diversity differ depending on the nature of NLG030

tasks. Open-ended generation, such as story con-031

tinuation (Fan et al., 2018), requires models to032

produce a diverse spectrum of high quality, i.e.,033

fluent, less-repetitive and engaging texts. Condi-034

tional generation, such as paraphrasing (Madnani035

and Dorr, 2010) and machine translation (Brown036

et al., 1993), exhibit a one-to-one semantic relation-037

ship between the source and the target. Such tasks038

benefit from a lexically and syntactically diverse039

set of target sequences carrying the same meaning040

as the source (Vijayakumar et al., 2018; Li et al.,041

Haman Written Summary: Chelsea star Eden Hazard is set to
make his 100th top-flight appearance. Santi Cazorla should hit the
same milestone when Arsenal meet Burnley. Both players have im-
pressed since moving to the Premier League in 2012. Hazard has
more goals this season but Cazorla has one more assist. Sports-
mail’s reporters choose the player who has excited them the most.

[3] Beam Search: Eden Hazard and Santi Cazorla are both set to
make their 100th Premier League appearances this weekend. Both
players have been hugely influential since they moved to London.
Here, Sportsmail’s reporters choose the player they most enjoy see-
ing in action.

[7] Nucleus Sampling: Eden Hazard and Santi Cazorlag will each
make their 100th Premier League appearance this weekend. night-
standapplication.com. Sportsmail’s hovercraft reporters choose
their man of the match countermeasures.
[7] Nucleus Sampling: By making their 100th Premier League
appearances this weekend, Eden Hazard and Santi Cazor halibut
will set new records. Here, Anna Coren and Dominic King select
their favourites.

[3] Composition Sampling: (Composition: Eden Hazard | Santi
Cazorla | Chelsea | Arsenal | Premier League ||| London | 2012 |||)
Eden Hazard and Santi Cazorla are set to make their 100th appear-
ances for Chelsea and Arsenal respectively in the Premier League
this weekend. Both players have been hugely influential since they
moved to London in the summer of 2012. But who has been the
most exciting import to watch?
[3] Composition Sampling: (Composition: Chelsea | Eden Haz-
ard | Arsenal | Santi Cazorla ||| Sportsmail ||| London) Chelsea’s
Eden Hazard and Arsenal’s Santi Cazorla will both make 100th ap-
pearances this weekend. Sportsmail’s reporters pick the player they
most enjoy seeing in action. Both players have been hugely influ-
ential since moving to London.

Figure 1: Human written summary, single-best pre-
dicted summary using beam search (beam size 8), nu-
cleus sampled (p = 0.95) diverse summaries and
our composition sampled diverse summaries, for the
CNN/DailyMail article shown in Figure 5. For all
decoding techniques, we use PEGASUS (Zhang et al.,
2019), a state-of-the-art summarization system on the
CNN/DailyMail dataset. We highlight spans in orange
that are not faithful to the input article.

2016a; Xu et al., 2018; Cao and Wan, 2020). On 042

the other hand, tasks like summarization (Mani, 043

2001; Nenkova and McKeown, 2011) and question 044

generation (Zhou et al., 2017) exhibit one-to-many 045

relationships; there can be multiple semantically 046

diverse summaries or questions for the same source 047

(Cho et al., 2019; Aralikatte et al., 2021). However, 048

across conditional generation tasks, diversity in the 049

target sequences should not come at the cost of 050

correctness or faithfulness (Maynez et al., 2020; 051
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Kryscinski et al., 2020). For instance, alternative052

translations are not useful if they drastically diverge053

from the source; similarly, alternate summaries are054

not valuable if they are unfaithful to the input doc-055

ument(s). In this work, we investigate decoding056

methods for generating semantically diverse and057

faithful summaries and questions for input docu-058

ments.059

Beam search (Li et al., 2016b; Wiseman et al.,060

2017) has proven to be successful for conditional061

generation (Barrault et al., 2020; Meister et al.,062

2020; Rush et al., 2015), but struggles with di-063

versity (Vijayakumar et al., 2016). Stochastic064

sampling strategies, such as top-k sampling (Fan065

et al., 2018) and nucleus sampling (Holtzman et al.,066

2020), are better at generating more diverse se-067

quences than beam search, but are not suitable for068

conditional generation as they degenerate,1 pro-069

ducing inaccurate information. Figure 1 exposes070

degeneration in summary output using nucleus sam-071

pling. To address these shortcomings, we propose072

Composition Sampling, a simple but effective hy-073

brid decoding method for diverse and faithful con-074

ditional generation. Unlike top-k or nucleus sam-075

pling, composition sampling avoids degeneration076

by inducing diversity in semantic composition, and077

not in the surface form directly. It builds on re-078

cently proposed planning-based neural generation079

models (Vaswani et al., 2017) that are trained to080

first plan a semantic composition using an entity081

chain and then continue generating conditioned on082

the entity chain and the input (Narayan et al., 2021).083

Composition sampling first samples a diverse com-084

position in the form of an entity chain and then uses085

beam search to generate the best possible sequence086

grounded to the sampled entity chain.087

When evaluated on two popular single document088

summarization datasets, CNN/DailyMail highlight089

generation (Hermann et al., 2015) and XSum ex-090

treme summarization (Narayan et al., 2018), we091

find that composition sampling is most effective092

in generating relevant, faithful, and diverse sum-093

maries. When assessed by humans for faithfulness,094

composition sampled summaries were as faithful as095

the best summaries produced using beam search, on096

both XSum and CNN/DailyMail. In comparison,097

nucleus sampled summaries were far less faithful.098

1Holtzman et al. (2020) used the term ‘degeneration’ to
identify generated texts that were generic, repetitive and awk-
ward for story continuation. These issues are less common
in our case of conditional generation. Here, with the term
‘degeneration’ we mostly mean that the generated texts are
unfaithful or inconsistent to the input.

Our results demonstrate that composition sampling 099

is currently the best decoding strategy to generate 100

diverse summaries without trading off the quality. 101

We further experimented with the generation of di- 102

verse queries on SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016; 103

Zhou et al., 2017) and established new state-of-the- 104

art in terms of BLEU. 105

Our main contributions are as follows: (i) We in- 106

troduce Composition Sampling, a planning-based 107

approach to high-quality diverse generation for con- 108

ditional generation; first diverse semantic compo- 109

sitions are sketched and then texts are rendered 110

around those compositions. (ii) We introduce 111

pairwise Self-Entailment and Self-BERTScore to 112

compute semantic diversity in generated outputs. 113

Our newly introduced metrics complement lexical 114

diversity-based measures (Self-BLEU; Zhu et al., 115

2018; Alihosseini et al., 2019) and assess whether 116

a diverse set of outputs are contextually dissimilar 117

(Self-BERTScore) or do not entail each other (Self- 118

Entailment). (iii) Finally, we introduce a novel 119

measure “Evaluating Diversity aNd fAithfulness” 120

(EDNA) for Summarization; EDNA is designed to 121

capture whether all summaries in a diverse set of 122

summaries of a document are entailing the docu- 123

ment and summaries themselves do not entail each 124

other. Composition sampled diverse sets of sum- 125

maries achieve the highest EDNA scores on both 126

XSum and CNN/DailyMail.2 127

2 Background 128

Conditional generation tasks such as summariza- 129

tion (See et al., 2017), data-to-text Generation 130

(Wiseman et al., 2017) and machine translation 131

(Bahdanau et al., 2015), are typically modeled us- 132

ing attention-based encoder-decoder architectures 133

(Bahdanau et al., 2015; Gu et al., 2016; Vaswani 134

et al., 2017). The encoder first encodes the input 135

text d and then the decoder predicts the output s1:n 136

(as the translation or the summary of d) one token 137

at a time as p(si|s1, . . . , si−1; d), where, n is the 138

output length and si is the ith token in the output. 139

Often these models benefit from large scale task- 140

agnostic pretraining (Song et al., 2019; Radford 141

et al., 2018; Lewis et al., 2019; Rothe et al., 2020a; 142

Raffel et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019). 143

Planning-Based Conditional Generation Re- 144

cently, Narayan et al. (2021) proposed a planning- 145

based approach to neural summarization; the de- 146

2Our models and code for Composition Sampling will be
released at anonymized.com.
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coder learns to generate a composition c1:m of the147

output summary s as p(cj |c1, . . . , cj−1; d), and,148

then the same decoder continues generating the149

summary s as p(si|s1, . . . , si−1; c; d) conditioned150

on the input document d and the composition c1:m151

with m being the composition length. Narayan et al.152

(2021) proposed the use of an entity chain for com-153

position c where the entities ought to be observed154

in the summary s. During inference, the model155

takes input document d and generates the concate-156

nated composition and summary sequences c; s, in-157

stead of directly generating the summary s; c and s158

are prefixed with special markers “[CONTENT]” and159

“[SUMMARY]”, respectively, as shown in Figure 2. If160

s consists of multiple sentences, the sentence mark-161

ers “|||” are used to mark sentence boundaries in162

c.163

Entity-level planning provides a lot of flexibility164

in constructing the entity chain that could in turn165

affect the quality of the summary, for example, by166

dropping hallucinated entities from the predicted167

chain during inference one can control hallucina-168

tions in generated summaries (Planning with Con-169

straints; Narayan et al., 2021). This planning based170

approach was applied to summarization, but it can171

be easily adapted to other conditional generation172

tasks.173

Maximization-Based Decoding The best out-174

put ŝ with the highest likelihood from these models175

can be rendered by solving a maximization-based176

decoding objective: x̂ = argmaxx p(x|d), where177

x is either the predicted output text s (for mod-178

els without planning) or the concatenation of the179

predicted composition and the output text c; s (for180

models with planning). A standard practice is to181

use beam search (Tillmann and Ney, 2003; Li et al.,182

2016b; Wiseman et al., 2017) as solving the objec-183

tive for the optimal sequence from neural sequence184

models is not tractable (Chen et al., 2018).185

Stochastic Sampling Strategies for Diverse De-186

coding Sampling-based strategies have been187

widely used to induce diversity in language models.188

Temperature sampling uses a temperature to skew189

the distribution towards high probability tokens at190

each decoding step (Ackley et al., 1985; Ficler and191

Goldberg, 2017; Fan et al., 2018), while top-k sam-192

pling truncates the distribution to only keep top k193

high probability tokens (Fan et al., 2018; Holtzman194

et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2019). A popular alter-195

native, nucleus sampling, similar to top-k sampling,196

truncates the tail of the distribution but chooses the197

Figure 2: Illustration of composition sampling and
other decoding strategies with the vanilla generation
models and with the entity-driven planning-based gen-
eration models. Composition sampling first samples
the semantic composition (shown as prefixed with
“[CONTENT]”) of the text in the form of an entity chain
and then the generates the most likely text grounded
to the sampled composition (shown as prefixed with
“[SUMMARY]”). The term ‘composition’ is inspired
from the quote “A Well-Composed Painting is Half
Done” from French painter Pierre Bonnard. Images in
black-and-white are early sketches or composition of
the painting in color. Nucleus or focus sampling often
lead to hallucinations; corresponding images in color
are blurred to illustrate this. (Credit: The image of
“Anna Pavlovna of Russia” is taken from Wikipedia.)

value of k dynamically (Holtzman et al., 2020). 198

At each decoding step, it samples high-probable 199

tokens from a nucleus N ; N is defined as the small- 200

est subset of tokens from the vocabulary V with 201

the cumulative probability p′ ≥ p, where p is the 202

pre-specified mass of the nucleus. 203

Aralikatte et al. (2021) introduced Focus Sam- 204

pling to promote diversity in summarization mod- 205

els. It constructs a subset Vk ⊆ V by sampling 206

k source-relevant and topical tokens from the vo- 207

cabulary distribution. The standard beam search 208

decoding is then used to generate a high quality 209

summary limiting itself to Vk. However, the au- 210

thors show that focus sampling is very sensitive to 211

k, while increasing k improves generation quality, 212

it comes at the cost of decreasing diversity. 213

3 Composition Sampling 214

We propose Composition Sampling, a novel hybrid 215

stochastic-maximization-based decoding method to 216

generate fluent, faithful and diverse texts for condi- 217

tional generation. The key idea behind it is to lever- 218

age planning-based generation models (Narayan 219

et al., 2021) to sample high quality diverse output 220
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compositions c in the form of entity chains; we221

employ nucleus sampling to sample diverse entity222

chains. Building on the foundation of these diverse223

compositions, we employ beam search to gener-224

ate diverse output s given input text d. Figure 2225

illustrates our newly introduced hybrid decoding226

strategy using planning-based generation models,227

and its comparison to other decoding strategies.228

Hypothesis 1: If the semantic composition c of229

the output text s corresponds to entity chains,230

then learning p(c|d) is much easier than learn-231

ing p(s|d); d is the input. Hence, we can sam-232

ple from p(c|d) with higher confidence than sam-233

pling directly from p(s|d), and then compute234

argmaxs p(s|c; d).235

Why Sample Entity Chains? Composition236

Sampling avoids degeneration by indtroducing di-237

versity in composition, and not directly in the sur-238

face form. For this to effectively work, the choice239

of c needs to be well correlated with an under-240

lying notion of “semantic composition”, which241

we want to “diversify”; if c1 and c2 are two se-242

mantic compositions for input d such that c 6= c′,243

then two summaries s1 = argmaxs p(s|c1; d) and244

s2 = argmaxs p(s|c2; d) are bound to be diverse.245

In our work, we have chosen entity chains to model246

semantic compositions; entity chains have been247

widely studied to model entity-level lexical cohe-248

sion (Barzilay and Elhadad, 1997) and coherence249

(Halliday and Hasan, 1976; Azzam et al., 1999) in250

text. Also, entity chains are unique to d, ang thus251

can be easily distringuished from compositions for252

other inputs.253

We demonstrate the effectiveness of entity254

chains as a choice for c using the example in Fig-255

ure 3 for Summarization. The negative log like-256

lihood of generating the summary s from scratch257

without planning (− log p(s|d)) and the negative258

log likelihood of generating the entity plans c with259

planning (− log p(c|d)) are 121.18 and 46.95, re-260

spectively, hence the model will be much more261

confident when sampling from p(c|d) than when262

sampling directly from p(s|d).263

Why Grounded Generation? The generation of264

s is inherently grounded to its entity composition265

c; following Narayan et al. (2021) the entity chains266

are extracted from their targets during training.267

Hence, once the hard part of planning the com-268

position is done, the model is less perplexed during269

generation of the output.270

In Figure 3, the planning-based model is more271

Figure 3: Probabilities of generating entities in
the human written reference summary “Chelsea star
Eden Hazard is set to make his 100th top-flight ap-
pearance. Santi Cazorla should hit the same milestone
when Arsenal meet Burnley. Both players have im-
pressed since moving to the Premier League in 2012.
Hazard has more goals this season but Cazorla has one
more assist. Sportsmail’s reporters choose the player
who has excited them the most.” shown in Figure 1
for the input article in Figure 5. We present these en-
tity probabilities when predicting them directly in the
summary (Generate, Summary), or, when first predict-
ing them in the entity chain “Chelsea | Eden Hazard |||
Santi Cazorla | Arsenal | Burnley ||| Premier League |
2012 ||| Hazard | Cazorla ||| Sportsmail” during plan-
ning (Plan-Generate, Entity Chain) and then predicting
them in the summary (Plan-Generate, Summary). We
use PEGASUS (Zhang et al., 2019) finetuned models.

confident in predicting entities than its counter- 272

part without planning; perplexities of predicting 273

entities in the summary with and without plan- 274

ning are 0.24 and 1.36, respectively, and perplex- 275

ities of generating the whole summary with and 276

without planning are 1.15 and 1.48, respectively. 277

In fact, despite the increased length of the target 278

(c1:m; s1:n instead of s1:n) in the planning-based 279

model, we find that the perplexity of predicting 280

the whole sequence (c1:m; s1:n) using the planning- 281

based model is lower than predicting the summary 282

only without any planning, due to grounding (1.16 283

vs 1.48). Overall, p(c; s|d), the planning-based 284

approach learns a more confident distribution com- 285

pared to the approach without planning, p(s|d), at 286

each decoding step. For the example in Figure 3, 287

the average cumulative probabilities for the top 288

15 tokens in the vocabulary distribution at each 289

decoding step are 0.283 for p(s|d) and 0.433 for 290

p(c; s|d). 291

Why Sampling with Constraints? Finally, en- 292

tity chains provide a very effective knob for entity- 293

level content modification in abstractive genera- 294

tion. Composition sampling utilizes this property 295
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to draw entity-level faithful compositions which296

can be further constrained to avoid entity degenera-297

tion, e.g., entities that are not in the input.298

We assess composition sampling for its ability to299

generate semantically diverse summaries (§4) and300

questions (§5) for input documents.301

4 Single Document Summarization302

Datasets We evaluate our decoding strategy303

on two popular single document summariza-304

tion datasets: CNN/DailyMail highlight gener-305

ation (Hermann et al., 2015) and XSum ex-306

treme summarization (Narayan et al., 2018).307

We use the publicly available versions through308

the TFDS Summarization Datasets.3 We309

use the original train/validation/test splits for310

them (287k/13.4k/11.5k for CNN/DailyMail and311

204k/11.3k/11.3k for XSum). Inputs and outputs312

were truncated to 512 and 128 for XSum, and, 1024313

and 256 for CNN/DailyMail.4314

Models We experiment with state-of-the-art pre-315

trained models for summarization: PEGASUS316

(Zhang et al., 2019) and FROST (Narayan et al.,317

2021). The pretraining objective in PEGASUS se-318

lects important sentences from an input document319

as a proxy for human-authored summary and then320

attempts to generate them from the rest of the docu-321

ment. The FROST pretraining builds on PEGASUS322

and augments the proxy summary by extracting and323

prepending its corresponding entity chain. As such,324

PEGASUS finetuned models generate summaries325

directly, whereas FROST finetuned models must326

generate both the entity chain followed by the sum-327

mary. For both we experiment with the large trans-328

former architectures (Vaswani et al., 2017) with329

L = 16, H = 1024, F = 4096, A = 16 (568M330

parameters), where L denotes the number of layers331

for encoder and decoder Transformer blocks, H for332

the hidden size, F for the feed-forward layer size,333

and A for the number of self-attention heads. Since334

this paper is proposing a decoding strategy, there335

is no need to train new summarization models. We336

use the publicly available PEGASUS and FROST337

checkpoints. Training details and model hyperpa-338

rameters can be found in Zhang et al. (2019) and339

Narayan et al. (2021).340

All models were decoded with a beam size of 8341

and a length-penalty of 0.8. For nucleus sampling342

3https://www.tensorflow.org/datasets/catalog
4We also experimented with MultiNews (Fabbri et al.,

2019), a multi-document summarization dataset. Results can
be found in Appendix (Table 6).

and composition sampling we use a nucleus prob- 343

ability p of 0.95.5 For focus sampling (Aralikatte 344

et al., 2021), we use k = 10, 000. 345

4.1 Evaluation Metrics 346

We assess our decoding strategy for likelihood, flu- 347

ency, relevance, faithfulness and diversity, using 348

both automatic and human evaluation. FROST mod- 349

els predict a summary plan in the form of an entity 350

chain, followed by a summary. All evaluations are 351

done on the summary, the predicted entity chains 352

are stripped out. For each diverse decoding strat- 353

egy, we sample 5 times for each test document; we 354

report on the average for each document. 355

Summary Likelihood We report the perplexity 356

of generated text using various decoding strategies, 357

according to the model at hand. 358

Lexical Fluency and Relevance We report 359

ROUGE-L F1 scores (Lin and Hovy, 2003) against 360

reference summaries.6 361

Semantic Relevance We report BERTScore 362

(Zhang et al., 2020) which computes the contextual 363

similarity between a candidate and its reference. 364

Faithfulness We follow Maynez et al. (2020) and 365

report on textual entailment (Pasunuru and Bansal, 366

2018; Falke et al., 2019; Kryscinski et al., 2020). In 367

particular, we report the probability of a summary 368

entailing (Entailment) its input document using a 369

classifier trained by fine-tuning an uncased BERT- 370

Large pretrained model (Devlin et al., 2019) on the 371

Multi-NLI dataset (Williams et al., 2018). 372

We further assess faithfulness by humans. Our 373

annotators, proficient in English, were tasked to 374

read the document carefully and then grade its sum- 375

mary on a scale of 1-4 (fully unfaithful, somewhat 376

unfaithful, somewhat faithful and fully faithful); a 377

summary is “fully faithful” if all of its content is 378

fully supported or can be inferred from the docu- 379

ment. We collected 3 ratings for each (document, 380

summary) pair and report the average of all as- 381

signed labels (1-4) to a system. When either of 382

somewhat unfaithful or somewhat faithful were se- 383

lected, annotators were asked to also specify what 384

was faithful or unfaithful in the summary, to im- 385

prove annotator agreement. 386

5Additional results of the diverse summary generation with
other values of p for random sampling, nucleus sampling and
composition sampling can be found in Appendix (Figure 11).

6We lowercased candidate and reference summaries and
used pyrouge with parameters “-a -c 95 -m -n 4 -w 1.2.”
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Diversity We report the number of times (out387

of 5), a decoding technique is able to generate a388

completely new summary (Unique). We also report389

on Self-BLEU (Zhu et al., 2018; Alihosseini et al.,390

2019) measuring lexical diversity in the generated391

summaries. We consider all pairs of summaries out392

of 5 sampled summaries, for each pair we compute393

the BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) considering394

one summary as a hypothesis and the others as a395

reference. We report the average BLEU score as396

the Self-BLEU of the document. The lower the397

Self-BLEU for a decoding strategy is, the better it398

is in generating more diverse set of summaries.399

We propose two novel measures to capture se-400

mantic diversity in summaries: Self-Entailment and401

Self-BERTScore. Similar to Self-BLEU, we com-402

pute Entailment score and BERTScore for each403

possible pair of summaries (out of 5), respectively404

and report on their averages. A lower value of Self-405

Entailment shows that the generated summaries406

do not entail each other. Similarly, a lower value407

of Self-BERTScore shows that the decoding tech-408

nique is able to generate more contextually dissim-409

ilar summaries.410

Diversity and Faithfulness For summarization,411

diverse summaries are not meaningful if they are412

not faithful to the input. We propose EDNA, a novel413

measure “Evaluating Diversity aNd fAithfulness”414

in summaries, reporting the harmonic mean be-415

tween Entailment and (1 - Self-Entailment). The416

higher the number the better the technique is over-417

all at generating faithful and diverse summaries.418

The reason EDNA relies on Self-Entailment to419

measure the diversity component is because the420

faithfulness metric is also based on Entailment.421

This means that both faithfulness and diversity com-422

ponents will be mapped into a score in similar out-423

put spaces (i.e., they are both values between 0424

and 1 obtained through the same trained model),425

making it more likely that they will be properly bal-426

anced when mixed. Additionally, the reason why427

we used the harmonic mean to mix faithfulness428

and diversity scores is because the harmonic mean429

tends to be closer to the lowest score between the430

two (i.e., it significantly penalizes models that sac-431

rifice one component to obtain gains on the other).432

4.2 Summarization Results433

Table 1 presents ROUGE results on the full XSum434

and CNN/DailyMail test sets comparing diverse de-435

coding methods to their Beam Search counterparts.436

Table 2 presents more detailed faithfulness and di-437

Model XSum CNN/DMail
RL RL

Single-best with Beam Search
GSum 36.67 42.48
CTRLsum – 42.50
FAME 37.46 39.90
PEGASUS 39.40 40.98
FROST 39.76 42.01
FROST (cdrop) 37.20 41.99

Diverse Decoding
Focus (PEGASUS) 34.97 –
Nucleus (PEGASUS) 30.99 33.46
Nucleus (FROST) 32.49 35.49
Composition (FROST) 36.98 38.69
Composition+Constraints (FROST) 35.89 39.28

Table 1: ROUGE-L (RL) results on the full test sets com-
paring different decoding techniques: . Other ROUGE
results and comparisons to other SOTA models can be
found in Appendix (Table 4). The top block shows re-
sults from maximization-based decoding of single-best
summaries from SOTA models. We report results from
FAME (Aralikatte et al., 2021), CTRLsum (He et al.,
2020), GSum (Dou et al., 2020), PEGASUS (Zhang
et al., 2019) and FROST (Narayan et al., 2021), and
these are copied from authors’ papers. FROST with
cdrop is where the predicted entity chain is modified
to keep only the supported entities to generate more
faithful summaries. The bottom block shows results
from diverse decoding, for each row we sample 5 times
for each test document and report on the average for
each document. We report results from Focus (Ara-
likatte et al., 2021), Nucleus (Holtzman et al., 2020),
our Composition sampling techniques. For Composi-
tion+Constraints, sampled entity chain is modified to
keep only the supported entities. The best results in
each block are bold-faced.

versity results, but they are done on challenge sets 438

consisting of 50 documents for each of XSum and 439

CNN/DailyMail summaries. We construct these 440

challenge sets by randomly selecting documents 441

whose reference summaries have non-extractive 442

entity chains in them; an entity chain is fully ex- 443

tractive if all entities in it can be found in the input 444

document. Narayan et al. (2021) have found that 445

models struggle to generate faithful summaries for 446

documents with data-divergence issues (Dhingra 447

et al., 2019). The same challenge sets were used 448

for human evaluations for faithfulness. 449

Composition Sampling is not as Performance 450

Diminishing as Nucleus Sampling, in terms of 451

ROUGE The best summary using beam search for 452

the planning based model FROST achieves ROUGE 453

(RL) performance of 39.76 on XSum, whereas, nu- 454

cleus sampled and composition sampled diverse 455

summaries achieves ROUGE scores of 32.49 (av- 456

erage drop of 7.27) and 36.98 (average drop of 457

2.78), respectively. Similarly, for CNN/DailyMail, 458

nucleus sampling drops ROUGE performance by 459
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Models ppl With Reference Faithfulness Diversity Div.+Faithf.
RL BSc. Ent. Human Uniq. S-BLEU S-Ent. S-BSc. EDNA

X
Su

m

Si
ng

le
FAME – 34.23 0.704 0.235 2.19 – – – – –
PEGASUS 0.51 40.69 0.755 0.402 2.52 – – – – –
FROST (c; s) 0.31 40.90 0.746 0.371 2.63 – – – – –
FROST (cdrop; s) 0.71 33.75 0.696 0.441 2.78 – – – – –

D
iv

er
se

Focus (PEGASUS) – 29.19 0.663 0.229 1.88 2.6 89.51 0.617 0.914 0.287
Nucleus (PEGASUS) 1.47 31.10 0.684 0.238 2.00 5.0 26.22 0.097 0.675 0.377
Nucleus (FROST) 0.83 33.81 0.705 0.218 2.11 5.0 31.08 0.097 0.707 0.351
Composition (FROST) 0.51 36.95 0.728 0.274 2.37 4.7 58.94 0.173 0.792 0.411
Composition+Constraints (FROST) 0.74 33.87 0.699 0.431 2.75 3.5 76.87 0.398 0.838 0.502

C
N

N
/D

ai
ly

M
ai

l

Si
ng

le PEGASUS 0.35 36.09 0.646 0.700 3.78 – – – – –
FROST (c; s) 0.30 39.03 0.664 0.723 3.74 – – – – –
FROST (cdrop; s) 0.37 38.87 0.659 0.794 3.94 – – – – –

D
iv

er
se

Nucleus (PEGASUS) 1.39 28.99 0.615 0.618 3.08 5.0 26.99 0.032 0.626 0.754
Nucleus (FROST) 1.04 31.58 0.629 0.557 3.08 5.0 29.60 0.027 0.642 0.708
Composition (FROST) 0.52 35.06 0.644 0.588 3.45 5.0 58.60 0.041 0.710 0.729
Composition+Constraints (FROST) 0.46 35.07 0.640 0.732 3.89 4.9 62.81 0.072 0.718 0.818

Table 2: Summary likelihood, faithfulness and diversity results on 50 documents sampled from XSum and
CNN/DailyMail each. For summary likelihood, we report on perplexity (ppl) of the predicted sequence, i.e.,
entity chains concatenated with their summaries for planning based models and summaries only for others. For
faithfulness, we report Entailment (Ent.) and Human assessments. For Diversity, we report Uniqueness (Uniq.),
Self-BLEU (S-BLEU), Self-Entailment (S-Ent.), Self-BERTScore (S-BSc.). EDNA measures both faithfulness
and diversity jointly. We also report on ROUGE score (RL) and BERTScore (BSc.) for comparison. R1 and R2
numbers can be found in Appendix (Table 5). Like in Table 1, we sample 5 times for each document for each
diverse decoding method and report on the average for each document. Best results in the diverse block for each
dataset are bold faced. Scores for Single-best decoded summaries are also presented for a comparison. FAME
diversity experiments were predictions on the CNN/DailyMail are not available.

an average of 6.51 points, compared to an average460

drop of 3.28 points with composition sampling, for461

FROST models. Nucleus sampling is even more462

derogatory for non-planning based summarization463

models, such as PEGASUS; we see a drop of av-464

erage 8.59 and 7.30 ROUGE points for XSum and465

CNN/DailyMail summaries, respectively. These466

gaps are slightly larger for the results in Table 2;467

this is expected due to their highly abstractive na-468

ture of reference summaries in the challenge sets.469

Composition Sampling with Constraints (Com-470

position+Constraints) performs poorly than the471

vanilla composition sampling on XSum, in terms472

of ROUGE. This is due to the data divergence issue473

in XSum summaries (Maynez et al., 2020); due to474

their extreme abstractive nature XSum reference475

summaries require a model to hallucinate factual476

content, that is not necessarily faithful to the input477

(see examples of XSum summaries in Appendix478

Figure 4). Composition+Constraints only keeps479

the supported entities in the sampled plans, hence480

generated XSum summaries diverge from their ref-481

erence summaries. This is not the case with the482

CNN/DailyMail dataset which is mostly extractive483

and we see ROUGE performance improves with484

Composition+Constraints in Table 1.485

Based on these results, we could argue that nu-486

cleus sampling is better in generating diverse sum-487

maries than composition sampling. However, we488

show in Table 2 that nucleus sampling leads to sum-489

mary degeneration; generated summaries using nu- 490

cleus sampling are often less faithful to their input 491

documents compared to summaries generated by 492

composition sampling. Focus sampled summaries 493

achieve better ROUGE performance, but have poor 494

diversity (see Table 2). 495

Composition Sampling Makes More Confident 496

Diverse Predictions than Nucleus Sampling 497

Perplexity for FROST predictions increases from 498

0.31 to 0.83 for nucleus sampling, but only to 0.51 499

for composition sampling, on XSum. PEGASUS 500

shows an even larger increment in perplexity (from 501

0.51 to 1.47) for nucleus sampling. Similar pat- 502

terns are observed for CNN/DailyMail summaries. 503

Composition+Constraints is more perplexed 504

when generating XSum summaries due to data di- 505

vergence issues in their reference summaries, as 506

explained earlier; perplexity increased from 0.51 507

to 0.74 when compared to its vanilla counterpart. 508

Interestingly, Composition+Constraints is almost 509

as confident in generating diverse summaries as 510

the constrained beam decoding (FROST, cdrop; s) in 511

generating the single-best summary (perplexities of 512

0.71 vs 0.74) for XSum. Unsurprisingly, Compo- 513

sition+Constraints is more confident in generating 514

CNN/DailyMail summaries than its counterpart 515

(0.46 vs 0.52) due to their extractive nature. 516

Composition+Constraints is Most Effective in 517

Generating Meaningful Diverse Summaries It 518
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is no surprise that nucleus sampling is able to gen-519

erate the most diverse summaries on both XSum520

and CNN/DailyMail, however these summaries521

perform poorly on faithfulness measures. Com-522

position+Constraints is most effective in gener-523

ating faithful summaries, as demonstrated auto-524

matically (the best entailment scores of 0.431 on525

XSum and 0.732 on CNN/DailyMail ) and by hu-526

mans (the highest rating of 2.75 on XSum and527

3.89 on CNN/DailyMail, out of 4), that are diverse528

(the highest EDNA scores of 0.502 on XSum and529

0.818 on CNN/DailyMail). We also carried out530

pairwise comparisons for human assessments for531

faithfulness (using one-way ANOVA with post-532

hoc Tukey HSD tests; p < 0.01). For both533

XSum and CNN/DailyMail summaries, the differ-534

ences between Nucleus (PEGASUS) and Nucleus535

(FROST) were insignificant. Nucleus (PEGASUS)536

was also not significantly more faithful than Fo-537

cus (PEGASUS) for XSum summaries. All other538

pairwise differences were significant.539

Our results demonstrate that nucleus or focus540

sampling is not reliable for generating meaning-541

ful diverse summaries, composition sampling is542

the best available decoding strategy for the pur-543

pose. Figure 1 presents summaries from differ-544

ent decoding strategies for a CNN/DailyMail arti-545

cle. Other example predictions for both XSum and546

CNN/DailyMail articles can be found in Appendix547

(Figure 4, 6, 7 and 8).548

5 Question Generation549

Dataset and Metrics Question generation is of-550

ten studied as the task of generating a question551

from a passage-answer pair (Zhou et al., 2017). We552

experiment on SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) and553

use the same split of Zhou et al. (2017) consisting554

of 86,635, 8,965, and 8,964 source-target pairs for555

training, validation, and test, respectively.556

We follow Cho et al. (2019) and report on BLEU-557

4 (Top-1, the top-1 accuracy among the generated 5-558

best hypotheses), Oracle (Top-5, the best accuracy559

among the generated 5-best hypotheses) and Self-560

BLEU (similar to as defined in §4).561

Results Results are presented in Table 3. Like562

our summarization experiments, composition sam-563

pling is not as performance diminishing as nucleus564

sampling, in terms BLEU. The best question us-565

ing beam search for FROST achieves a BLEU of566

21.34, whereas, top-1 nucleus and composition567

sampled diverse questions achieve BLEU scores of568

Model BLEU-4 Oracle Pairwise
Top-1 Top-5 S-BLEU

Single-best with Beam Search
NQG++ 13.27 – –
PEGASUS 22.93 – –
FROST 21.34 – –

Diverse Decoding
top-k Sampling 11.53 17.65 45.99
Diverse Beam Search 13.38 18.30 74.80
Mixture Decoder 15.17 21.97 58.73
Mixture Selector (Cho et al.) 15.67 22.45 59.82
Mixture Selector (Wang et al.) 15.34 21.15 54.18
Nucleus (PEGASUS) 13.11 26.29 31.82
Nucleus (FROST) 11.87 24.01 27.76
Composition (FROST) 19.04 27.31 76.37

Table 3: Comparison of diverse generation methods on
question generation. We experiment with PEGASUS
and FROST models with different decoding strategies.
We compare them against the pointer-generator based
model NQG++ (Zhou et al., 2017), top-k Sampling
(Fan et al., 2018), Diverse Beam Search (Vijayakumar
et al., 2018), Mixture Decoder (Shen et al., 2019) and
Mixture Content Selection (Cho et al., 2019; Wang
et al., 2020) models; all these baseline numbers are
taken from Wang et al. (2020). The best results in each
block are bold-faced.

11.87 (average drop of 9.47) and 19.04 (average 569

drop of 2.30 only), respectively. Nucleus sampled 570

questions achieve the best pairwise diversity scores 571

(Self-BLEU of 27.76), but very low BLEU Top-1 572

score of 11.87. Composition sampled questions 573

are less diverse then other methods, but outperform 574

all baselines on Top-1 and Oracle metrics. Poor 575

diversity (in terms of Self-BLEU) in composition 576

sampled questions can be attributed to two limita- 577

tions: (i) SQuAD questions are mostly extractive, 578

and (ii) questions are generated conditioned on 579

the passage and the answer spans; leaving limited 580

scope for models to generate diverse questions. An 581

example in Appendix (Figure 10) demonstrates the 582

effectiveness of composition sampling in generat- 583

ing accurate and diverse questions compared to 584

other sampling methods.7 585

6 Conclusion 586

We proposed Composition Sampling, a novel de- 587

coding strategy for faithful and diverse conditional 588

generation. Our method is straightforward to im- 589

plement and does not require any external systems 590

to augment the input during inference. We also 591

introduced Self-Entailment and Self-BERTScore, 592

two novel measures to compute semantic diversity 593

in summaries, and, EDNA, for jointly measuring 594

faithfulness and diversity in summaries. 595

7Comparisons to Cho et al. (2019) and Wang et al. (2020)
were not possible as these predictions are not publicly avail-
able.
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Model XSum CNN/DailyMail
R1/R2/RL R1/R2/RL

Single-best with Beam Search
RoBERTaShare 38.52/16.12/31.13 39.25/18.09/36.45
MASS 39.75/17.24/31.95 42.12/19.50/39.01
BART 45.14/22.27/37.25 44.16/21.28/40.90
GSum 45.40/21.89/36.67 45.94/22.32/42.48
UniLM –/–/– 43.33/20.21/40.51
T5 –/–/– 43.52/21.55/40.69
ProphetNet –/–/– 44.20/21.17/41.30
CTRLsum –/–/– 45.65/22.35/42.50
FAME d→td→s 45.31/22.75/37.46 42.95 20.79 39.90
PEGASUS d→s 47.56/24.87/39.40 44.05/21.69/40.98
FROST d→c;s 47.80/25.06/39.76 45.11/22.11/42.01
FROST d→cdrop;s 44.94/21.58/37.20 45.08/22.14/41.99

Diverse Decoding with Focus, Nucleus and Composition Sampling
Focus (FAME)d→tsample→sbeam 42.76/19.89/34.97 –/–/–
Nucleus (PEGASUS)d→ssample 38.49/16.57/30.99 36.27/15.10/33.46
Nucleus (FROST)d→csample;ssample 40.26/17.83/32.49 38.49/15.71/35.49
Composition (FROST)d→csample;sbeam 45.12/22.24/36.98 41.76/18.94/38.69
Composition+Constraints (FROST)d→csample,drop;sbeam 43.82/20.35/35.89 42.37/19.48/39.28

Table 4: All ROUGE results on the full test sets comparing different decoding techniques and SOTA models. Only
ROUGE-L results were presented in Table 1. Additional results from SOTA models such as RoBERTaShare (Rothe
et al., 2020b), MASS (Song et al., 2019), BART (Lewis et al., 2019), UniLM (Dong et al., 2019), T5 (Raffel et al.,
2019) and ProphetNet (Qi et al., 2020) are addded here. See the caption of Table 1 for more details. The best
results in each block are bold-faced.

Models ppl With Reference Faithfulness Diversity Div.+Faithf.
R1/R2/RL BSc. Ent. Human Uniq. S-BLEU S-Ent. S-BSc. EDNA

X
Su

m

Si
ng

le

FAME – 41.20/20.30/34.23 0.704 0.235 2.19 – – – – –
PEGASUS 0.51 49.49/28.43/40.69 0.755 0.402 2.52 – – – – –
FROST (c; s) 0.31 49.12/28.35/40.90 0.746 0.371 2.63 – – – – –
FROST (cdrop; s) 0.71 41.15/19.66/33.75 0.696 0.441 2.78 – – – – –

D
iv

er
se

Focus (PEGASUS) – 36.58/16.32/29.19 0.663 0.229 1.88 2.6 89.51 0.617 0.914 0.287
Nucleus (PEGASUS) 1.47 38.91/18.43/31.10 0.684 0.238 2.00 5.0 26.22 0.097 0.675 0.377
Nucleus (FROST) 0.83 41.96/20.77/33.81 0.705 0.218 2.11 5.0 31.08 0.097 0.707 0.351
Composition (FROST) 0.51 45.88/23.74/36.95 0.728 0.274 2.37 4.7 58.94 0.173 0.792 0.411
Composition+Constraints (FROST) 0.74 41.81/19.61/33.87 0.699 0.431 2.75 3.5 76.87 0.398 0.838 0.502

C
N

N
/D

ai
ly

M
ai

l

Si
ng

le PEGASUS 0.35 38.50/15.04/36.09 0.646 0.700 3.78 – – – – –
FROST (c; s) 0.30 41.89/17.54/39.03 0.664 0.723 3.74 – – – – –
FROST (cdrop; s) 0.37 41.82/17.96/38.87 0.659 0.794 3.94 – – – – –

D
iv

er
se

Nucleus (PEGASUS) 1.39 31.57/10.62/28.99 0.615 0.618 3.08 5.0 26.99 0.032 0.626 0.754
Nucleus (FROST) 1.04 34.62/11.78/31.58 0.629 0.557 3.08 5.0 29.60 0.027 0.642 0.708
Composition (FROST) 0.52 37.89/14.88/35.06 0.644 0.588 3.45 5.0 58.60 0.041 0.710 0.729
Composition+Constraints (FROST) 0.46 37.79/15.07/35.07 0.640 0.732 3.89 4.9 62.81 0.072 0.718 0.818

Table 5: Summary likelihood, faithfulness and diversity results on 50 documents sampled from XSum and
CNN/DailyMail each. See the caption of Table 2 for more details. Additional ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 results
are provided in this table.

Model MultiNews
R1/R2/RL

Single-best with Beam Search
PEGASUS d→s 47.52/18.72/24.91
FROST d→c;s 43.12/16.93/22.49

Diverse Decoding, Average of five runs
Nucleus (FROST)d→csample;ssample 39.50/12.94/19.50
Composition (FROST)d→csample;sbeam 42.47/15.43/21.43
Composition+Constraints (FROST)d→csample,drop;sbeam 42.37/15.78/21.90

Diverse Decoding, Best of five runs
Nucleus (FROST)d→csample;ssample 44.40/16.86/23.03
Composition (FROST)d→csample;sbeam 46.98/19.34/24.96
Composition+Constraints (FROST)d→csample,drop;sbeam 46.71/19.55/25.36

Table 6: ROUGE results on MultiNews test set compar-
ing different decoding techniques.

B Related Work 1044

Due to standard likelihood training, approximate 1045

decoding objectives or lack of diversity in refer- 1046

ences, neural text generation models tend to gener- 1047

ate outputs with high fluency but low diversity. 1048

Majority of the focus has been on open ended 1049

generations, e.g., story completion (Fan et al., 1050

2018), response generation in dialogue (Adiwar- 1051

dana et al., 2020; Gao et al., 2018), causal gener- 1052

ation (Weir et al., 2020) and prompt completion 1053

(Tevet and Berant, 2021), for generating diverse 1054

responses. This is partly due the fact that there is a 1055

considerable degree of freedom in what needs to be 1056

responded to the input, and the focus has been on 1057

how to generate more diverse and human-like out- 1058
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GOLD: Walsall have signed defender Luke Leahy on a two-year contract from Scottish Championship side Falkirk.

Input: Leahy, 24, scored 12 goals in 158 appearances with Falkirk, having joined the club from Rugby Town in 2012. The left-back made
38 appearances last season, helping the club finish second in the Scottish second tier before they lost to Dundee United in the play-offs.
He joins Walsall on a free transfer after his contract expired and is the League One club’s first summer signing. Find all the latest football
transfers on our dedicated page.

Single-best summaries

[7] FAME (d → td → s): Walsall have signed Falkirk defender Alex Leahy on a two-year deal.
[7] PEGASUS (d → s): Walsall have signed defender Paddy Leahy from Scottish Championship side Falkirk on a three-year deal.
[7] FROST (d → c; s):[CONTENT] Walsall | Falkirk | Liam Leahy | two [SUMMARY] Walsall have signed Falkirk defender Liam Leahy
on a two-year deal.
[3] FROST (d → cdrop; s): [CONTENT] Walsall | Falkirk | Leahy [SUMMARY] Walsall have signed Falkirk defender Leahy on a free
transfer.

Focus Sampling: FAME (d → tsample → s)

[7] s1 → Welsall have signed defender Adebayu ” Adebayu ”eahy on a two-year deal following his departure from Scottish Championship
club Falkiri.
[7] s2 → Welsall have signed defender Adebayu ” Adebayu ”eahy on a two-year deal from Scottish Championship club Falkock.
[7] s3 → Welsall have signed defender Adebayu ” Adebayu ”eahy on a two-year deal from Scottish Championship club Falkock.
[7] s4 → Welsall have signed defender Adebayu Leahys from Scottish Championship club Falk Falkiri for an undisclosed fee on a
three-year deal.
[7] s5 → Welsall have signed defender Adebayu ” Adebayu ”eahny on a two-year deal following his departure from Scottish Champi-
onship club Falkock.

Nucleus Sampling: PEGASUS (d → ssample)

[7] s1 → Walsall have signed defender Adam Leahy from fellow Scottish Championship side Falkirk on a two-year contract.
[7] s2 → Walsall have signed defender Matt Leahy on a two-year deal from Falkirk.
[7] s3 → Walsall have signed Falkirk full-back Tyrone Leahy for an undisclosed fee.
[7] s4 → Walsall have signed defender Jason Leahy from Scottish Championship club Falkirk.
[7] s5 → Walsall have signed Driscoll defender Chris Leahy for an undisclosed fee from Scottish Championship side Falkirk.

Nucleus Sampling: FROST (d → csample; ssample)

[7] c1; s1 → [CONTENT] Walsall | Rory Leahy | Falkirk [SUMMARY] dawned on Walsall as they signed defender Rory Leahy on a
season-long loan from Falkirk.
[7] c2; s2 → [CONTENT] Walsall | Falkirk | Liam Leahy [SUMMARY] Walsall have signed Falkirk defender Liam Leahy.
[7] c3; s3 → [CONTENT] Falkirk | Wade Leahy | Walsall [SUMMARY] Former Falkirk defender Wade Leahy has joined Walsall for an
undisclosed fee.
[7] c4; s4 → [CONTENT] Walsall | Todd Leahy | Scottish Championship | Falkirk [SUMMARY] Walsall have signed defender Todd
Leahy from Scottish Championship side Falkirk.
[7] c5; s5 → [CONTENT] Walsall | Greg Leahy | Scottish Championship | Falkirk | two [SUMMARY] Walsall have signed defender Greg
Leahy from Scottish Championship side Falkirk on a two-year contract.

Composition Sampling: FROST (d → csample; s)

[7] c1; s1 → [CONTENT] Walsall | Rory Leahy | Falkirk [SUMMARY] Walsall have signed defender Rory Leahy from Falkirk.
[7] c2; s2 → [CONTENT] Walsall | Falkirk | Liam Leahy [SUMMARY] Walsall have signed Falkirk defender Liam Leahy.
[7] c3; s3 → [CONTENT] Falkirk | Wade Leahy | Walsall [SUMMARY] Falkirk defender Wade Leahy has joined Walsall.
[7] c4; s4 → [CONTENT] Walsall | Todd Leahy | Scottish Championship | Falkirk [SUMMARY] Walsall have signed defender Todd
Leahy from Scottish Championship side Falkirk.
[7] c5; s5 → [CONTENT] Walsall | Greg Leahy | Scottish Championship | Falkirk | two [SUMMARY] Walsall have signed defender Greg
Leahy from Scottish Championship side Falkirk on a two-year deal.

Composition Sampling with Constraints: FROST (d → csample,drop; s)

[3] c1; s1 → [CONTENT] Walsall | Leahy | Falkirk [SUMMARY] Walsall have signed defender Leahy from Falkirk.
[3] c2; s2 → [CONTENT] Walsall | Falkirk | Leahy [SUMMARY] Walsall have signed Falkirk defender Leahy on a free transfer.
[3] c3; s3 → [CONTENT] Falkirk | Leahy | Walsall [SUMMARY] Falkirk defender Leahy has joined Walsall on a free transfer.
[3] c4; s4 → [CONTENT] Walsall | Leahy | Scottish | Falkirk [SUMMARY] Walsall have signed defender Leahy from Scottish side
Falkirk.
[3] c5; s5 → [CONTENT] Walsall | Leahy | Scottish | Falkirk [SUMMARY] Walsall have signed defender Leahy from Scottish side
Falkirk.

Figure 4: An example input article, its human written summary, and the model predictions including diverse
summaries for the XSum dataset. We highlight spans in orange that are not faithful to the input document.
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Input Article: Chelsea’s Eden Hazard and Arsenal’s Santi Cazorla are set to reach a Premier League
milestone this weekend when they each make their 100th appearance. Both players have been hugely
influential since they moved to London in the summer of 2012, but who has been the most exciting import to
watch? Here, Sportsmail’s reporters choose the player they most enjoy seeing in action. Eden Hazard (L)
and Santi Cazorla are both set to make their 100th Premier League appearance this weekend. Lee Clayton.
Cazorla has wonderful balance. So does Hazard. Cazorla scores important goals. So does Hazard. Cazorla is
two-footed. So is Hazard. Cazorla dances past opponents. So does Hazard. So, while there is not a lot to
choose between them and Hazard is likely to get the most picks in this article, I am going for Cazorla. It’s
a personal choice. He is a wonderful footballer. I have paid to watch them both (and I will pay to watch
them both again), but the little Spanish magician edges it for me. VERDICT: CAZORLA. Cazorla, pictured
in action against Burnley, has been an influential part of Arsenal’s midfield this season. Ian Ladyman. I
remember when Manchester City baulked at paying Hazard’s wages when the Belgian was up for grabs in
2012. Back then City thought the young forward had a rather high opinion of his own worth for a player who
was yet to play in a major European league. In the early days of his time at Chelsea, it looked as though
City may have been right. He showed flashes of brilliance but also looked rather too easy to push off the
ball. Roll forward to 2015, however, and the 24-year-old has developed in to one of the most important
players in the Barclays Premier League. Brave, strong and ambitious, Hazard plays on the front foot and
with only one thought in this mind. Rather like Cristiano Ronaldo, he has also developed in to the type of
player ever defender hates, simply because he gets back up every time he is knocked to the ground. He
would get in every team in the Premier League and is one of the reasons Chelsea will win the title this season.
VERDICT: HAZARD. Hazard controls the ball under pressure from Stoke midfielder Stephen Ireland at
Stamford Bridge. Dominic King. It has to be Hazard. I saw him play for Lille twice in the season before he
joined Chelsea – once against St Etienne, the other was what proved to be his final appearance against Nancy.
He scored two in the first match, a hat-trick the latter and played a different game to those around him. He
hasn’t disappointed since arriving here and I love the nonchalance with which he takes a penalty, his low
centre of gravity and the way he can bamboozle defenders. If there is such a thing as £32million bargain, it
is Hazard. VERDICT: HAZARD. Hazard celebrates after scoring a fine individual goal in Chelsea’s 3-2 win
against Hull in March. Nick Harris. Now this is a tricky one because while Eden Hazard will frequently
embark on a dribble or dink in a pass that will make you nod in appreciation, he’ll also miss a penalty and
make you groan. Whereas the older Cazorla, less flashy but no less of a technical master, is to my mind
more of a fulcrum, more important relatively to the sum of Arsenal’s parts than Hazard is to Chelsea. You’ll
gasp at Hazard but Cazorla’s wow factor is richer. That’s not to dismiss either: both are brilliant footballers,
contributing goals, assists and flair. Any neutral would bite your hand off to have either playing in your team.
Forced to pick though, it’s Cazorla, for his consistency and crucially doing it in the biggest games. Exhibit A
would be Manchester City 0 Arsenal 2 in January; goal, assist, all-round brilliance, against a big team, at an
important time. VERDICT: CAZORLA. Cazorla scores from the penalty spot in Arsena’s 2-0 away win at
Manchester City in January. Riath Al-Samarrai. Eden Hazard for me. Cazorla is an utter delight, a little
pinball of a man who is probably the most two-footed player I’ve seen. Put him in a tight space and then
you see what makes him rare among the best. But Hazard is the top player in the Premier League, in my
opinion. This is the sixth of his eight seasons as a professional where he has reached double figures and yet
he offers so much more than goals (36 in 99 in the Premier League for Chelsea). He can beat a man and,
better still, you sense he likes doing it. Technically, his passing and shooting are excellent and he also has a
mind capable of sussing out the shapes and systems in front of him. That intelligence, more specifically.

Figure 5: An example CNN/DailyMail article for summaries presented in Figure 1.

tion for summarization and (Aralikatte et al., 2021)1081

biases the decoder proactively to generate output1082

from a set of tokens which are topically-relevant to1083

the input.1084
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Human Written Summary: Nick Clegg made the admission in a rare joint interview with his wife Miriam.
Lib Dem said she decided against moving into ‘government mansion’. ‘Discussion’s a rather grand word for
Miriam basically saying no,’ he joked. Miriam claims he has put ‘country above party’ at ‘great personal
cost’. Tonight: Spotlight Nick Clegg tonight (Thursday) on ITV at 7.30pm.

Single-best summaries using Beam Search

[3] PEGASUS (d → s): Lib Dem leader reveals balance of power lies with wife Miriam Gonzalez Durantez.
Couple invited cameras into the kitchen of their £1.5million family home. They revealed why they decided
to remain with their three sons in London. Mrs Clegg said: ‘It has been the best decision for all of us and
if I may, also for Nick as well because you can see how politicians sometimes can get in a bubble and be
completely distant from normal society’. Mr Clegg insisted he felt more full of ‘vim and vigour’ than he did
in the start of the coalition. Focus groups conducted by the programme found Mr Clegg was characterised as
the ‘chihuahua in a handbag’ of the government. He said: ‘If you know you disagree with someone, there’s
no tension. I suspect meetings between Tony Blair and Gordon Brown were so fractious because they kind
of should have agreed but they didn’t’.
[3] FROST (d → c; s): [CONTENT] Nick Clegg | Miriam ||| Lib Dem | Whitehall ||| ||| Couple | ITV |
Tonight ||| Putney | London [SUMMARY] Nick Clegg reveals balance of power lies with his wife Miriam in
joint interview. Lib Dem leader was given option of moving family into Whitehall mansion. But the move
was vetoed by his high flying lawyer wife after last election. Couple invited the cameras into their kitchen
for ITV’s Tonight programme. They were seen drinking wine and cooking in the kitchen of their home in
Putney, south west London.
[3] FROST (d → cdrop; s): [CONTENT] Nick Clegg | Miriam ||| Lib Dem | Whitehall ||| ||| ITV | Tonight
||| Putney | London [SUMMARY] Nick Clegg reveals balance of power lies with his wife Miriam in joint
interview. Lib Dem leader was given option of moving family into Whitehall mansion. But the move was
vetoed by his high flying lawyer wife. The couple invited the cameras into their kitchen for ITV’s Tonight
programme. They were seen drinking white wine and cooking in their home in Putney, London.

Figure 6: Human written summary and single-best summaries using Beam Search for the CNN/DailyMail article
in Figure 9.
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Nucleus Sampling: PEGASUS (d → ssample)

[7] s1 → Nick Clegg reveals balance902 of power lies with his wife Miriam Gonzalez Durantez irish.
Couple performed joint interview to promote new series on ITV News Tonight. Cleggs spoke of pressure of
moving from their Putney home into a taxpayer-funded mansion.
[3] s2 → Lib Dem leader and wife Miriam give TV interview to ITV’s Tonight program. Co-hosts have
been pictured drinking white wine and cooking paella. They explained why she vetoed family heading to
Whitehall mansion. Husband quipped: ’It’s a grand word for Miriam basically saying no’.
[7] s3 → Lib Dem leader admitted wife Miriam has the final say over family life. Couple chose not to move
their three Laundry to Whitehall home earlier this May.
[7] s4 → Nick Clegg and his wife Miriam Gonzalez Durantez open up in TV interview. Lib Dem leader
revealed she Bloomberg-style ‘discussions’ in their home. Couple revealed they opted not to stay with their
sons in their £1.5m house.
[7] s5 → Liberal Democrats leader revealed balance of power lies 30-plus metres away. He brought cameras
into family home due to Cameron and Miliband controversies. Lib Dem leader joked that wife Miriam
vetoed their move to Whitehall.

Nucleus Sampling: FROST (d → csample; ssample)

[7] c1; s1 → [CONTENT] Liberal Democrats | Nick Clegg | Miriam Gonzalez Durantez ||| Putney | London
||| Cleggs ||| ITV ||| Couple [SUMMARY] Liberal Democrats leader Nick Clegg reveals balance of power
with wife Miriam Gonzalez Durantez in joint interview. They invited cameras into kitchen of £1.5million
family home in Putney, south west London. Cleggs are seen trying white wine as they discuss family life and
girlfriends. They wereFurness on ITV programme and said they chose home to protect family. Couple say
choosing home stopped them veering off from wider society ‘in a bubble’
[3] c2; s2 → [CONTENT] Lib Dem | ITV | Tonight | Miriam Gonzalez Durantez ||| ||| Couple | Putney |
London [SUMMARY] Lib Dem leader appeared on ITV’s Tonight programme with wife Miriam Gonzalez
Durantez. He was given the option of moving his family into a grace-and-favour government mansion but
was vetoed. Couple invite cameras into family home in Putney, south west London to talk about family life.
[7] c3; s3 → [CONTENT] Lib Dems | Miriam ||| Couple | ITV | Tonight ||| Putney | London ||| bestseller |
Miliband [SUMMARY] Lib Dems leader revealed balance of power lies with wife Miriam. Couple invited
cameras into kitchen of their home for ITV’s Tonight programme.Asked why they kept the family home
Galore in Putney, south west London. Documentary follows millions-selling bestseller’s rave over Miliband’!!
[7] c4; s4 → [CONTENT] Clegg | Putney ||| ||| ||| Lib Dem [SUMMARY] Mrs Clegg explains why the family
stayed in their £1.5million home in Putney 1929. Comparing their relationship to that of a different marriage,
she said: ‘We just stand together and it’s not any more of a difficulty than what many others have to go
through’. Revealingly, suggests that although no longer planning a political showdown they are closer than
they have ever been. Senior Lib Dem says he has learned how to ignore populist attacks.
[7] c5; s5 → [CONTENT] Lib Dem | ITV | Tonight ||| David Cameron | Lib Demaceae ||| Nick | Miriam
Gonzalez Durantez [SUMMARY] Lib Dem leader allowed ITV’s Tonight news programme into kitchen of
their home. David Cameron elegant kitchens sometimes look like Lib Demaceae. Nick’s high flying wife
Miriam Gonzalez Durantez reveals balance of power is with her.

Figure 7: Nucleus sampled diverse summaries for the CNN/DailyMail article in Figure 9. We highlight spans in
orange that are not faithful to the input document.
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Composition Sampling: FROST (d → csample; s)

[3] c1; s1 → [CONTENT] Liberal Democrats | Nick Clegg | Miriam Gonzalez Durantez ||| Putney | London
||| Cleggs ||| ITV ||| Couple [SUMMARY] Liberal Democrats leader Nick Clegg reveals balance of power lies
with wife Miriam Gonzalez Durantez. The couple invited the cameras into the kitchen of their £1.5million
family home in Putney, south west London. Cleggs were seen drinking white wine and cooking in the
kitchen as they chatted about their family life. Focus groups conducted by the ITV programme found he was
characterised as the ’chihuahua in a handbag’ of the government. Couple believe that choosing to remain in
their family home has stopped them from becoming cut off from the rest of the world.
[3] c2; s2 → [CONTENT] Lib Dem | ITV | Tonight | Miriam Gonzalez Durantez ||| ||| Couple | Putney |
London [SUMMARY] Lib Dem leader appeared on ITV’s Tonight programme with wife Miriam Gonzalez
Durantez. He was given the option of moving his family into a grace-and-favour government mansion - but
the move was vetoed by his wife. Couple invited the cameras into the kitchen of their £1.5million family
home in Putney, south west London.
[3] c3; s3 → [CONTENT] Lib Dems | Miriam ||| Couple | ITV | Tonight ||| Putney | London ||| bestseller |
Miliband [SUMMARY] Lib Dems leader reveals balance of power lies with wife Miriam in joint interview.
Couple invited the cameras into their kitchen for ITV’s Tonight programme. They were seen drinking wine
and cooking in their £1.5million home in Putney, south west London. Interview comes after bestseller’s row
over Miliband’s small kitchen.
[3] c4; s4 → [CONTENT] Clegg | Putney ||| ||| ||| Lib Dem [SUMMARY] Mr Clegg and his wife invited the
cameras into the kitchen of their Putney home. They were seen drinking wine and cooking as they chatted
about their family life. The couple were asked why they decided to remain in their family home. Lib Dem
leader was given the option of moving his family into a government mansion.
[7] c5; s5 → [CONTENT] Lib Dem | ITV | Tonight ||| David Cameron | Lib Demaceae ||| Nick | Miriam
Gonzalez Durantez [SUMMARY] Lib Dem leader reveals balance of power in joint interview with wife on
ITV’s Tonight. David Cameron’s large country kitchen and Lib Demaceae’ small kitchen criticised. Nick
and Miriam Gonzalez Durantez reveal why they stayed at home.

Composition Sampling with Constraints: FROST (d → csample,drop; s)

[3] c1; s1 → [CONTENT] Liberal Democrats | Nick Clegg | Miriam Gonzalez Durantez ||| Putney | London
||| Cleggs ||| ITV ||| [SUMMARY] Liberal Democrats leader Nick Clegg revealed balance of power lies with
wife Miriam Gonzalez Durantez. The couple invited the cameras into the kitchen of their £1.5million family
home in Putney, south west London. The Cleggs were seen drinking white wine and cooking in the kitchen of
their home. ITV programme found he was characterised as the ’chihuahua in a handbag’ of the government.
He also insisted he felt more full of ’vim and vigour’ than he did in the start of the coalition.
[3] c2; s2 → [CONTENT] Lib Dem | ITV | Tonight | Miriam Gonzalez Durantez ||| ||| Putney | London
[SUMMARY] Lib Dem leader appeared on ITV’s Tonight programme with wife Miriam Gonzalez Durantez.
He was given the option of moving his family into a grace-and-favour government mansion - but the move
was vetoed by his wife. The couple invited the cameras into the kitchen of their £1.5million family home in
Putney, south west London.
[3] c3; s3 → [CONTENT] Lib | Miriam ||| ITV | Tonight ||| Putney | London ||| Miliband [SUMMARY]
Lib Dem leader reveals balance of power lies with wife Miriam in joint interview. The couple invited the
cameras into their kitchen for ITV’s Tonight programme. They were seen drinking wine and cooking in their
£1.5million home in Putney, south west London. Comes after Miliband was widely mocked for posing with
wife in his kitchen.
[3] c4; s4 → [CONTENT] Clegg | Putney ||| ||| ||| Lib Dem [SUMMARY] Mr Clegg and his wife invited the
cameras into the kitchen of their Putney home. They were seen drinking wine and cooking as they chatted
about their family life. The couple were asked why they decided to remain in their family home. Lib Dem
leader was given the option of moving his family into a government mansion.
[3] c5; s5 → [CONTENT] Lib Dem | ITV | Tonight ||| David Cameron | Lib ||| Nick | Miriam Gonzalez
Durantez [SUMMARY] Lib Dem leader reveals balance of power in joint interview with wife on ITV’s
Tonight. Comes after David Cameron invited cameras into Lib Dem leader’s country kitchen. Nick and
Miriam Gonzalez Durantez were seen drinking wine and cooking.

Figure 8: Composition sampled diverse summaries for the CNN/DailyMail article in Figure 9. We highlight spans
in orange that are not faithful to the input document.
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Input Article: It is a conversation that will be familiar to couples across the country. What one spouse
thinks is a ’discussion’, the other understands they are being overruled. In a joint interview with his high
flying lawyer wife Miriam Gonzalez Durantez, Nick Clegg revealed the balance of power lies where many
long suspected: with her. After the last election, Mr Clegg was given the option of moving his family into
a grace-and-favour government mansion - but the move was vetoed by his wife. After controversies over
David Cameron’s large country kitchen and Ed Miliband’s small second kitchen, the couple invited the
cameras into the kitchen of their £1.5million family home in Putney, south west London for ITV’s Tonight
programme. Scroll down for video. Home: In a revealing joint interview, Liberal Democrats leader Nick
Clegg (pictured) admitted his wife Miriam (right) makes the big decisions in their household. Mr Clegg is
seen in the documentary drinking wine as his wife explains why she chose not to move her family into a
government property. They revealed why they decided to remain with their three sons Antonio, Alberto, and
Miguel, in the family home instead of making the move to Whitehall. Miriam, who uses her maiden name
Gonzalez Durantez, told ITV News Political Editor Tom Bradby: ’We had a lot of pressure at the time to go
to one of the houses of the government. ’We discussed and thought the best thing would be for the children
to stay here. Revealingly, Mr Clegg quipped: ’Discussion’s a rather grand word for Miriam basically saying
no.’ But he quickly added: ’You were so right, you were so right.’ However, the couple believe that choosing
to remain in their family home has stopped them from becoming cut off from the rest of the world. Mrs
Clegg said: ’If you look at it with perspective it has been the best decision for all of us and if I may, also for
Nick as well because you can see how politicians sometimes can get in a bubble and be completely distant
from normal society and I think if you’re in your house in your neighbourhood, it’s much easier really.’
The couple were asked why they decided to remain with their three sons Antonio, Alberto, and Miguel, in
their £1.5million family home in Putney, south west London. The couple believe that choosing to remain
in their family home has stopped them from becoming cut off from the rest of the world. Asked how they
coped with the ’terrific kicking’ given to her husband she said she didn’t take it ’too seriously’. ’Just like any
other marriage, we just stand together and it’s not any more of a difficulty than what many others have to go
through and you know. You should never take it too seriously.’ And if he wanted five more years Mr Clegg
said: ’Ten, 15, 20 why not! In for a penny, in for a pound.’ He also insisted he felt more full of ’vim and
vigour’ than he did in the start of the coalition. Focus groups conducted by the programme found Mr Clegg
was characterised as the ’chihuahua in a handbag’ of the government. When asked what kind of drink he was
the participants settled on Babycham. Asked how they coped with the ’terrific kicking’ given to her husband,
Mrs Clegg said she didn’t take it ’too seriously’ The Cleggs were seen drinking white wine and cooking
paella in the kitchen of their home as they chatted about their family life. Honest: ’Discussion’s a rather
grand word for Miriam basically saying no,’ Mr Clegg (left) joked during the interview. Ed Miliband was
widely mocked after he posed with wife Justine in this picture, which turned out to be a second kitchen in his
north London home used for ’tea and snacks’ David Cameron invited the cameras into his Oxfordshire home,
where he revealed he did not plan to stand for a third term. Mr Clegg sought to explain why his relations
with the Prime Minister always seemed to be so cordial. He said: ’If you know you disagree with someone,
there’s no tension. I suspect meetings between Tony Blair and Gordon Brown were so fractious because they
kind of should have agreed but they didn’t. ’When David Cameron and I sit in a meeting, as we do week
in week out, we kind of know that our starting point is that we come from different vantage points...’ He
claimed not to read all newspapers, and had learned how to ignore attacks form his opponents. ’It sounds
glib but I actually think you can’t take it too seriously otherwise you spend all your time reacting to stuff and
you just have to laugh at it because some of it is faintly silly.’ Mrs Clegg added that their close bond as a
family has protected from the political brickbats. ’From my point of view if I spend my time thinking about
whatever a specific person may has said, I don’t have any time to do what I want to do.

Figure 9: An example CNN/DailyMail article for summaries presented in Figures 6, 7 and 8.
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GOLD Question: What does the Premier of Victoria need to lead in the Legislative Assembly?

Context with Answer (in boldface): Answer: most seats <n> Context: The Premier of Victoria is the leader of the political party or
coalition with the most seats in the Legislative Assembly. The Premier is the public face of government and, with cabinet, sets the
legislative and political agenda. Cabinet consists of representatives elected to either house of parliament. It is responsible for managing
areas of government that are not exclusively the Commonwealth’s, by the Australian Constitution, such as education, health and law
enforcement. The current Premier of Victoria is Daniel Andrews.

Single-best summaries

[3] PEGASUS (d → s): How many seats does the Premier of Victoria have in the Legislative Assembly?
[3] FROST (d → c; s): [CONTENT] Premier | Victoria | Legislative Assembly [SUMMARY] What does the Premier of Victoria have in
the Legislative Assembly?

Nucleus Sampling: PEGASUS (d → ssample)

[3] s1 → The Premier of Victoria would have how many seats in the Legislative Assembly?
[7] s2 → What is the politician MP expect to have in Legislative Assembly?
[7] s3 → Aside from being the leader of a political party or coalition, how is the Premier of Victoria Geometry of the Legislative
Assembly?
[7] s4 → How many Legislative Assembly seats is the Premier of Victoria?
[7] s5 → What are the Legislative Assembly seats?

Nucleus Sampling: FROST (d → csample; ssample)

[7] c1; s1 → [CONTENT] criteria | Premier | Victoria | Coalition [SUMMARY] What is a Varied criteria for a Premier of Victoria to
possess in a Coalition?
[3] c2; s2 → [CONTENT] Premier | Victoria | leader | party | coalition | Legislative Assembly [SUMMARY] The Premier of Victoria
isThe leader of the political party or coalition with to what in the Legislative Assembly?
[3] c3; s3 → [CONTENT] number | Legislative Assembly | seats | Premier [SUMMARY] What is the number of Legislative Assembly
seats that the Premier holds?
[7] c4; s4 → [CONTENT] piece | legislature | leader | party | mixture | members [SUMMARY] What piece of the legislature does the
leader of the party have a mixture of members?
[3] c5; s5 → [CONTENT] Premier | Victoria | Legislative Assembly [SUMMARY] What does the Premier of Victoria have in the Leg-
islative Assembly

Composition Sampling: FROST (d → csample; s)

[3] c1; s1 → [CONTENT] Premier | Victoria | Legislative Assembly [SUMMARY] What does the Premier of Victoria have in the Leg-
islative Assembly?
[3] c2; s2 → [CONTENT] Premier | party | coalition | Legislative Assembly [SUMMARY] The Premier of the political party or coalition
has what in the Legislative Assembly?
[3] c3; s3 → [CONTENT] Premier | Victoria | leader | party | Legislative Assembly [SUMMARY] The Premier of Victoria is the leader
of the political party with what in the Legislative Assembly?
[3] c4; s4 → [CONTENT] Premier | Victoria | party | coalition [SUMMARY] What does the Premier of Victoria have in his political party
or coalition?
[3] c5; s5 → [CONTENT] Premier | Victoria | leader | party | coalition | Legislative Assembly [SUMMARY] The Premier of Victoria is
the leader of the political party or coalition with what in the Legislative Assembly?

Figure 10: An example input passage with answer in boldface, its human written question, and the model predic-
tions including diverse questions for the SQuAD Question Generation dataset. We highlight spans in orange that
are not accurate with respect to the input context.
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Figure 11: Perplexity, entailment, self-entailment and EDNA scores on the CNN/DailyMail challenge set (Table 2)
with varying temperatures (for random sampling) and nucleus Probabilities (for nucleus and composition sam-
pling). For each diverse decoding strategy, we sample 5 times for each document; we report on the average for
each document.
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